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Abstract

Since the discovery of eukaryotic small RNAs as the main effectors of RNA interference in 

the late 1990s, diverse types of endogenous small RNAs have been characterized, most notably 

microRNAs, small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) and PIWI-interacting RNAs (piRNAs). These 

small RNAs associate with Argonaute proteins and, through sequence-specific gene regulation, 

affect almost every major biological process. Intriguing features of small RNAs, such as 

their mechanisms of amplification, rapid evolution and non-cell-autonomous function, bestow 

upon them the capacity to function as agents of intercellular communications in development, 

reproduction and immunity, and even in transgenerational inheritance. Although there are many 

types of extracellular small RNAs, and despite decades of research, the capacity of these 

molecules to transmit signals between cells and between organisms is still highly controversial. In 

this Review, we discuss evidence from different plants and animals that small RNAs can act in 

a non-cell-autonomous manner and even exchange information between species. We also discuss 

mechanistic insights into small RNA communications, such as the nature of the mobile agents, 

small RNA signal amplification during transit, signal perception and small RNA activity at the 

destination.

Although numerous species of short RNA may be present and functional in cells, in 

this Review, we discuss only small RNAs of 20–40 nucleotides (nt) in length that bind 

and target Argonaute proteins to genomic loci in a sequence-specific manner to regulate 

gene expression, such as microRNAs (miRNAs), small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) and 

PIWI-interacting RNAs (piRNAs). For discussion of the well-understood mechanisms of the 

biogenesis and cell-autonomous activities of these small RNAs, we refer the reader to BOX 
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1 and FIG. 1, and for discussion of various endogenous siRNAs, we refer the reader to BOX 

2 and FIG. 2.

Studies performed following the discovery in the late 1980s of post-transcriptional gene 

silencing in plants and RNA interference (RNAi) in Caenorhabditis elegans revealed that 

these processes can function in a non-cell-autonomous manner1. In addition to a requirement 

for sequence specificity, it was realized through grafting or localized introduction of the 

silencing trigger that a signal travels systemically through the plant to silence homologous 

transgenes in post-transcriptional gene silencing2,3 (FIG. 3a). In the Nobel prize-winning 

study describing the requirement for double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) in RNAi, Andrew Fire, 

Craig Mello and colleagues found that upon injection of artificial, exogenous dsRNA into a 

particular worm tissue, the RNAi response spreads systemically throughout the body4 (FIG. 

3b).

Further studies showed that systemic RNAi can be induced by feeding the worm with 

RNase III-deficient bacteria that produce dsRNA corresponding to worm genes5, and that 

small RNAs from both exogenous and endogenous sources can serve as mobile signals in 

plants, and perhaps in C. elegans and other animals. Although RNA-mediated gene silencing 

between cells and species is increasingly recognized, the extent, mechanisms and functions 

of intercellular communications through small RNAs remain controversial. In this Review, 

we discuss recent advances in our understanding of non-cell-autonomous RNA-mediated 

gene silencing in plants and animals, highlight mechanistic insights and advocate caution in 

interpreting data in this field of research.

Trafficking of exogenous small RNAs

The non-cell-autonomous nature of RNA-mediated silencing was first recognized in studies 

of gene silencing triggered by exogenous sources, such as transgenes and injected long 

dsRNA2-5. The gene silencing mechanisms discovered using these ‘foreign’ agents help 

understand RNA communications in vivo. In addition, cross-species non-cell-autonomous 

gene silencing by such foreign RNAs is being used in agriculture to enhance plant immunity 

against pests and is referred to as ‘host-induced gene silencing’6,7.

Silencing by mobile siRNAs in plants

Most plant cells are connected with their neighbouring cells through channels, usually up 

to tens of nanometres in diameter, called ‘plasmodesmata’, thereby forming a symplasm 

within the apoplasm (FIG. 3a). The plasmodesmata are lined with plasma membrane that 

is continuous with that of the two neighbouring cells and traverses the cell wall to link the 

cytoplasm of adjacent cells, thereby allowing intercellular exchange of molecules, while the 

size-exclusion limit imposed by the plasmodesmata prevents unlimited exchange to ensure 

cellular identities8. Plasmodesmata and the phloem together connect cells in the entire 

plant to ensure systemic transport of nutrients and coordinated actions during development 

and in response to environmental cues. In the phloem, the non-nucleated sieve elements 

form a strand to conduct the long-distance transport of nutrients and macromolecules. 

The sieve elements are connected to their neighbouring companion cells through branched 

plasmodesmata9, which allows mobile molecules to be loaded into the phloem. In roots, 
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unloading of macromolecules from the phloem occurs between sieve elements and phloem 

pole pericycle cells, which are connected through funnel-shaped plasmodesmata10 (FIG. 3a). 

The sieve elements may unload smaller molecules to any neighbouring cells10.

Transgenes in plants tend to trigger RNA-mediated gene silencing. Studies of cell-to-

cell and systemic spread of transgene-originating silencing RNAs provided insights 

into the nature of the mobile-RNA signal and mechanisms underlying this cell-to-cell 

communication. Extensive grafting studies in mutants of small-RNA-biogenesis genes, 

performed mainly in Arabidopsis thaliana and sometimes in Nicotiana benthamiana, 

strongly implicate siRNAs as mobile signals of transgene-triggered gene silencing11-14. For 

example, the silencing of GFP by an inverted repeat GF (part of GFP) (IR-GF) transgene 

was accompanied by the production from IR-GF of siRNAs of 21, 22 and 24 nt in length13. 

When IR-GF plants were grafted onto wild-type roots, siRNAs of all sizes were detected in 

the roots. These siRNAs were also detected in grafted roots of the dicer-like 2 (dcl2) dcl3 
dcl4 triple mutant, suggesting that siRNAs were mobile, although a contribution to siRNA 

biogenesis from DCL1 in the root could not be completely ruled out13.

Although different experimental systems have provided conflicting evidence12-18, some 

common themes of non-cell-autonomous RNA-mediated silencing can be gleaned. For 

example, signal amplification is an important component of non-cell-autonomous gene 

silencing, and intriguingly, factors of different ‘canonical’ small RNA pathways (BOX 2) 

contribute to signal amplification. The conflicting observations may be explained by the 

differing strengths of the silencing triggers and/or the distance of the mobile signal from the 

phloem or from the final destination.

A key feature of signal amplification is transitivity — a process in which a primary 

siRNA produced from a certain transcript triggers the production of secondary siRNAs, 

which are reminiscent of phased secondary siRNAs (phasiRNAs). Transitivity requires 

the ARGONAUTE 1 (AGO1)–SUPPRESSOR OF GENE SILENCING 3 (SGS3)–RNA-

DEPENDENT RNA POLYMERASE 6 (RDR6) pathway (BOX 2; FIG. 2a). The transitivity-

triggering primary siRNA tends to be 22 nt long19,20. As the enzyme that produces 

22-nt siRNAs, DCL2 has a prominent role in transitivity14,21,22 and in systemic post-

transcriptional gene silencing14. For example14, grafting experiments using a dcl2 mutant 

showed that DCL2 is required in the source and recipient tissues for systemic silencing 

accompanied by the production of transitive siRNAs (FIG. 4a). Similar grafting experiments 

using a dcl4 mutant as the source tissue led to enhanced systemic silencing, consistent 

with the known hierarchy of DCL4 and DCL2, whereby the former has priority of access 

to dsRNA23 and further highlighting the crucial roles of 22-nt siRNAs in systemic post-

transcriptional gene silencing.

Signal amplification in systemic RNA-mediated gene silencing also entails a nuclear 

pathway that requires RNA polymerase IV (Pol IV), RNA-DEPENDENT RNA 

POLYMERASE 2 (RDR2), DCL3 and AGO4. This pathway generates 24-nt siRNAs, 

which are used in RNA-directed DNA methylation (BOX 2; FIG. 2b). Grafting experiments 

showed that mutations in the four aforementioned factors abolished or compromised GFP 

silencing in shoots when roots expressing an inverted repeat silencing trigger were grafted 
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onto shoots containing one of the mutations15 (FIG. 4b). Therefore, the perception of 

mobile RNA signals in recipient cells requires RNA-directed DNA methylation factors. 

However, DNA or histone methylation is not likely involved here, as Pol V, which is crucial 

for siRNA-triggered DNA methylation, is largely dispensable for systemic silencing in 

this system15. In two other systems, inverted repeat transgenes were expressed in phloem 

companion cells to target the endogenous PHYTOENE DESATURASE gene (PDS) or 

SULFER gene (SUL) for silencing in leaf mesophyll cells16,18. Thus, the silencing of 

PDS or SUL requires cell-to-cell, and perhaps systemic (from older to younger leaves), 

signalling. In these systems, mutations in Pol IV subunits or in RDR2 compromise silencing, 

whereas mutations in DCL3 and AGO4 either enhance silencing or have no effects. The 

common observation that Pol IV and RDR2 promote non-cell-autonomous gene silencing 

may be explained by recent findings that Pol IV and RDR2 not only generate 24-nt siRNAs 

but also 21–22-nt siRNAs24,25; the 22-nt siRNAs may participate in signal amplification 

as discussed above. The disparate DCL3 and AGO4 observations may also be explained 

by the different effects of mutations in these genes on secondary siRNA production in the 

different systems. In the GFP transgene system15, DCL3-dependent production of 24-nt 

siRNAs seems to promote the production of RDR6-dependent, DCL4-dependent and/or 

DCL2-dependent secondary siRNAs from the target GFP RNA. In the PDS and SUL 
systems16,18, DCL3 probably competes with DCL4 and/or DCL2 for access to dsRNA from 

the inverted repeat transgenes.

Routes and regulation of silencing-RNA movement in plants

The mechanisms that regulate non-cell-autonomous RNA-mediated silencing are not well 

understood. Long-distance movement of silencing RNA is thought to entail cell-to-cell 

movement and phloem loading in source tissue, and phloem unloading followed by cell-

to-cell movement in recipient tissues (FIG. 3a). The channel of cell-to-cell movement 

is likely the plasmodesmata, as spread of non-cell-autonomous silencing cannot access 

stomata, which are not connected to the symplasm through plasmodesmata26. The agents of 

cell-to-cell spreading of gene silencing are likely small RNA duplexes. Grafting experiments 

with a dcl2 dcl3 dcl4 recipient tissue strongly suggest that the mobile agents are not 

precursor RNAs13. Through association with the viral protein P19, siRNA–siRNA* duplexes 

made from transgenes expressed in the vasculature are detectable in root epidermal cells, 

suggesting that small RNA duplexes are mobile27. In addition, the pool of siRNAs in the 

epidermis exhibits depletion of the 5′ uridine feature, which is characteristic of association 

with AGO1, suggesting that AGO1 loading occurs as the duplexes enter a recipient cell, 

which reduces the pool of mobile siRNAs that can exit the cell27. As AGO1 is likely 

to function in a cell-autonomous manner28, it is potentially a factor that restricts the 

mobility of small RNAs in iterative cell-to-cell movements (FIG. 3a). AGO1 expression 

is thought to be ubiquitous in the plant, although local differences may exist, as in A. 
thaliana ovules29. Thus, association with AGO1, and with other Argonaute proteins, may 

be a mechanism to regulate the mobility of small RNAs. Additional regulatory mechanisms 

may exist. Two plasma membrane-associated and plasmodesmata-associated receptor-like 

kinases, BAM1 and BAM2, are redundantly required for the cell-to-cell spread of RNA-

mediated silencing30. It is possible that they regulate the permeability of plasmodesmata 

with regard to small RNAs.
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Trafficking of exogenous RNA in worms

In C. elegans, cell-specific expression of dsRNA-producing transgenes in a specific tissue 

(such as pharynx, gut, muscles or neurons) leads to non-cell-autonomous gene silencing 

responses in most other tissues, except for the nervous system (FIG. 3b). Three forward 

genetics screens were conducted to identify genes required specifically for such systemic 

RNAi31-33 (likely affecting the efficiency of RNA trafficking), but not for cell-autonomous 

gene silencing per se. The best characterized systemic RNAi genes are the systemic RNA 
interference defective-1 gene (sid-1) and sid-2.

SID-1 functions in RNA import into cells34, but is dispensable for RNA export out of 

cells35. SID-1 is selective for dsRNA and does not discriminate dsRNA on the basis of 

length36. It might be required for release of imported dsRNA from internal vesicles into the 

cytosol37. Different Caenorhabditis species differ dramatically in the potency of the RNAi 

responses that they mount, in part because of differences in non-cell-autonomous small 

RNA activity. However, sid-1 has functional orthologues in other Caenorhabditis species 

that do not exhibit systemic RNAi38. Interestingly, sid-1 does not appear to have a role 

in the intercellular and transgenerational small RNA responses that C. elegans can mount 

against some viruses39-41. It is possible that another, unidentified, RNA transporter enables 

such protective effects. Indeed, exogenous small RNAs can elicit systemic gene silencing in 

SID-1-null tissues: worm neurons, which do not express SID-1, can be sensitized to RNAi in 

mutants with disrupted levels of endogenous small RNAs42.

Similarly to SID-1, SID-2 affects RNA import43. It is a transmembrane protein that takes 

up ingested dsRNA longer than 25 nt43 and is localized to the gut apical membrane and 

trans-Golgi network33,44. Whereas SID-2 is required for systemic RNAi triggered by feeding 

on dsRNA-producing bacteria, it is dispensable if the dsRNA is introduced into the worm in 

other ways, such as injection or transgene-encoded dsRNA transcription, in the pharynx for 

example. SID-2 is conserved in other Caenorhabditis species33. Divergence in the sequence 

of the protein’s extracellular domain makes Caenorhabditis briggsae refractory to RNAi by 

feeding33,45. It could be intriguing to study whether this difference between C. elegans and 

C. briggsae has ecological relevance, as, for example, SID-2 was implicated recently in 

uptake of small RNAs from pathogenic bacteria46. However, another recent study suggested 

that SID-2 has other functions and no role in feeding44,47.

SID-3 is an orthologue of human activated CDC42 kinase 1 (also known as TNK2)48, 

which interacts with SID-4 (REF.49), and SID-5 is a late-endosome protein that is required 

for sid-1-independent transport of dsRNA taken up by feeding50. It is still not entirely 

clear whether SID-5 is involved in execution of RNAi (gene silencing) or in export of 

RNAs out of cells51. SID-5 is required in the gut for enabling silencing in muscles, hinting 

that it might be required for export of small RNAs. However, it might facilitate export 

to the muscles indirectly, by releasing ingested dsRNA locally to the gut’s cytoplasm51. 

RNA systemic defect 3 (RSD-3) also functions in RNA import (and not export) and also 

localizes to endosomes and to the trans-Golgi network52. Lastly, the low-density lipoprotein 

receptor mediated endocytosis (RME-2) is required for importing yolk and also for transfer 

of labelled dsRNA to oocytes — this precursor of small RNAs was suggested to ‘hitchhike’ 

with the yolk as it moves to the oocytes from the body cavity37. However, it was later 
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proposed that yolk and dsRNA travel independently, and that maternal rme-2 contributes to, 

but is not required for, movement of small RNAs to the oocytes53.

It is still unclear which RNA species can move between cells (FIG. 3b). Tissue-specific 

rescue experiments involving genes required for synthesis of either primary or secondary 

siRNAs suggest that exogenous (dsRNA-derived) siRNA duplexes or longer (dsRNA) 

precursors are the molecules that move between cells. This conclusion is compatible with 

the selectivity of SID-1 for dsRNA (although SID-1-independent pathways might exist). The 

nucleotidyltransferase RDE-3 (also known as MUT-2) is required in donor cells for systemic 

gene silencing53. RDE-3 adds stretches of alternating non-templated uridine and guanosine 

ribonucleotides to the 3′ termini of its target RNAs (dubbed ‘poly(U-G) tails’)54,55. Poly(U-

G) tails induce RNAi by recruiting RNA-dependent RNA polymerases, which use the 

poly(U-G) RNAs as templates to synthesize siRNAs55. Since RDE-3 is required in the donor 

tissue for systemic silencing, it is possible that the mobile RNAs are the poly(U-G)-tailed 

RNAs themselves, or, alternatively, that siRNAs amplified from poly(U-G)-tailed RNAs 

move between cells.

Non-cell-autonomous RNAs in insects

Some insects (for example, flour beetles) show a robust systemic RNAi response. In 

Drosophila melanogaster, injecting dsRNA into the abdomen of adult flies leads to silencing 

that spreads to different cell types56-58, whereas RNA injections into larvae are inefficient 

in inducing systemic RNAi (except in haemocytes)59. Interestingly, there appear to be both 

similarities and differences between insects and nematodes in the mechanisms of cell-to-cell 

movement of small RNAs. Accordingly, studies in insects identified genes that function in 

spreading of silencing responses that were not detected in C. elegans screens60.

Experiments using fluorescently labelled nucleic acids showed that long dsRNA binds to 

the plasma membrane of D. melanogaster S2 cells, and following internalization, the RNA 

can be found in large puncta inside the cell. By contrast, labelled siRNAs exhibited only 

low-level binding and no discernible internalization61. It is not entirely clear what underlies 

this length-based difference. SID-1 is insensitive to dsRNA length36; however, it is obvious 

that SID-1-mediated import is not the only pathway that enables RNA uptake, because 

D. melanogaster can naturally take up RNA despite having no known SID-1 homologue 

(although the uptake is not as efficient as in C. elegans). How do fly cells take up 

RNA in the absence of SID-1? The process depends at least in part on clathrin-mediated 

endocytosis and scavenger receptors62. Similar requirements were observed in other insects 

(for example, in red flour beetle)63. The C. elegans gene rsd-3 is a homologue of the 

human clathrin interactor 1 gene, and some of the genes identified in screens for RNA 

import in D. melanogaster are needed also for systemic gene silencing in C. elegans61. By 

contrast, although they have a crucial role in systemic silencing in flies, scavenger receptors 

have not been implicated in systemic silencing in C. elegans. Depletion of two redundant 

D. melanogaster scavenger receptors, SR-CI and Eater, reduces dsRNA uptake by more 

than 90%62. The role of scavenger receptors in RNA uptake seems to be conserved in 

other organisms: certain small RNAs associate with high-density lipoproteins, an association 
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which facilitates their delivery into some mammalian cells64. A scavenger receptor, SR-BI, 

was found to be required for this high-density lipoprotein-assisted RNA import.

Lastly, recent evidence suggest that D. melanogaster cells use also actin-composed and 

tubulin-composed nanotube-like structures to transmit dsRNA and RNAi machinery to other 

cells, reminiscent of the plasmodesmata that enable cell-to-cell transmission of small RNAs 

in plants. These nanotubules were reported to transmit different factors that enable RNAi: 

AGO2, dsRNA and CG4572 (a putative serine carboxypeptidase required for reporter-gene 

silencing following soaking cells in dsRNA)65.

Physiological roles of systemic RNAi

Silencing of viral RNA in plants is well studied66, and small RNA pathways that protect 

C. elegans from viruses have also been explored67. The systemic amplification and activity 

of transgene-originating siRNAs in plants and worms may reflect similar functions of 

virus-originating siRNAs, which target viral RNAs for degradation. For example, it is likely 

that virus-originating siRNAs from virus-infected leaves are sent out to healthy leaves, 

where they ‘prime’ antiviral RNAi when the virus reaches these leaves. The low levels 

of systemic virus-originating siRNAs may trigger amplified production of virus-originating 

siRNAs through DCL and RDR, both of which are required for systemic antiviral responses 

in plants68,69.

RNAi is important for antiviral protection also in arthropods, including in D. melanogaster, 
where mutants defective in a dsRNA uptake pathway are especially sensitive to C virus 

and Sindbis virus infections70. Intriguingly, systemic antiviral RNAi in D. melanogaster 
depends on macrophage-like haemocytes, which import dsRNA from virus-infected cells71. 

The flies use a mechanism (which is analogous to the bacterial CRISPR system) in which 

an endogenous transposon reverse transcriptase generates virus-derived complementary 

DNA sequences72. These virus-derived DNA fragments are used as a template for the 

production of antiviral siRNAs. The DNA-encoded amplified small RNAs are released 

in microvesicles to other cells and provide systemic antiviral protection (FIG. 3b). Small 

RNAs purified from haemolymph of infected animals can transfer their protective effects 

to naive animals71. In mosquitoes, antiviral siRNAs are similarly generated through reverse 

transcription of RNA viruses73. The reverse-transcribed viral DNA exists in both linear and 

circular forms and its biogenesis is regulated by the DExD/H helicase domain of Dicer 2. It 

was suggested that through this activity, Dicer 2 functions like a pattern recognition receptor 

that modulates antiviral immunity in insects74. In ovaries of Aedes aegypti mosquitoes, 

the reverse-transcribed viral sequences regulate through small RNAs the replication of 

cell-fusing agent virus, potentially affecting the inheritance of the virus75.

Conceptually related studies on systemic RNAi and antiviral protection have been conducted 

in bees. The Israeli acute paralysis virus causes colony collapse disorder, which endangers 

the survival of bees, particularly in agricultural settings. RNA-mediated silencing of 

the virus through dsRNA feeding is efficient in preventing colony collapse disorder76. 

Moreover, secreted RNA can move between bees by feeding of royal jelly; the royal jelly 

strongly binds RNA through major royal jelly protein 3, which functions as an extracellular 

sequence-unspecific RNA-aggregating factor. Honeybees release this RNA-binding protein 
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to share RNA and RNAi between them77. The shared RNA holds the potential to regulate 

the bees’ own genes and transposons, and corresponding sequences in bacteria, fungi 

and viruses. It is possible that the shared RNA has important roles in conferring social 

immunity78.

In addition to direct silencing of cognate targets, mobile exogenous small RNAs might 

affect gene expression indirectly. In A. thaliana and C. elegans, for example, it is clear 

that different small RNA species compete for shared resources such as RNA-processing 

enzymes or binding to Argonaute proteins. For example, C. elegans mutants that fail to 

produce certain endogenous siRNAs are especially vigorous in inducing RNAi in response 

to exogenously supplied dsRNA, presumably because more resources are available for the 

task79-81; in A. thaliana mutants that produce ribosomal RNA-derived siRNAs, the loading 

of miRNAs into AGO1 is impaired82, and C. elegans mutants impaired in production of 

piRNAs produce more ribosomal RNA-derived siRNAs83. Thus, it is possible that exposure 

to certain abundant exogenous small RNAs or dsRNA and their shuttling between cells will 

affect the utilization of other, endogenous small RNAs in different tissues, and therefore also 

the regulation of their target genes.

Trafficking of endogenous small RNAs

In plants, endogenous small RNAs, including siRNAs and miRNAs, can travel en masse 

through the phloem from shoots to roots13,84, following the movement of sugars produced 

by photosynthesis. However, the extent of the biological impact of systemic small RNAs 

is still largely unknown, as functions have been ascribed to only a handful of systemic 

small RNAs. Plant endogenous small RNAs can also travel locally between cells, and a 

number of mobile small RNAs have been shown to act as morphogenesis factors. In animals, 

ample endogenous extracellular small RNAs can be detected in different biological fluids, 

and their analysis is used for diagnosis of diseases in humans85. A number of convincing 

studies (described later) have ascribed functions to such circulating animal small RNAs, 

and similarly in C. elegans, perturbation of endogenous small RNA production generates 

non-cell-autonomous and transgenerational effects86.

Mobile siRNAs in plants

phasiRNAs (BOX 2) are widespread in land plants, and diverse types of protein-coding gene 

families or non-coding RNAs are targeted by miRNAs for phasiRNA production in different 

species87. In the highly conserved miR390–TAS3–AUXIN RESPONSE FACTOR (ARF) 

module, miR390 triggers the production of phasiRNAs from non-coding TAS3 transcripts, 

of which a subset comprising trans-acting siRNAs (tasiRNAs) subsequently represses the 

expression of ARF genes (tasiR-ARFs). It appears that the module is an evolutionary 

success — it is used to specify common or different developmental processes in different 

plants, such as leaf polarity88-90, developmental timing91-95, lateral root growth96-98, 

nodulation96,99, meristem organization100, female germline development101 and corolla tube 

formation102. The non-cell-autonomous activities of A. thaliana tasiR-ARFs are inferred 

from their broader domains of localization (as determined by in situ hybridization) or 

activity (as determined by their regulation of ARF3) in comparison with that of tasiR-ARF 
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biogenesis, which is determined by the expression of TAS3 or phasiRNA biogenesis genes, 

such as SGS3 and AGO7. For example, in A. thaliana leaf primordia, AGO7 is expressed 

only in the top two adaxial cell layers, which implies that tasiR-ARF biogenesis occurs 

in these cells. However, tasiR-ARFs form a gradient of abundance emanating from the 

adaxial side to the abaxial (bottom) side, leading to the expression of the target gene 

ARF3 on the abaxial side, where it specifies abaxial identity103. In A. thaliana ovules, a 

central, hypodermal cell is destined to become the megaspore mother cell (MMC) that is 

to give rise to the female germ line. In phasiRNA biogenesis mutants, such as rdr6, sgs3 
and ago7, additional hypodermal cells assume MMC characteristics, suggesting that the 

phasiRNA pathway is required to repress ectopic MMC formation29,101. Specific patterns 

of accumulation of SGS3 along the radial axis and of AGO7 along the proximal–distal axis 

would, in combination, limit tasiR-ARF biogenesis to the distal, epidermal layer, where 

both SGS3 and AGO7 are expressed. However, tasiR-ARF activity as revealed by ARF3 
expression expands to the hypodermal layer as well as towards the proximal axis29,101. 

Expression of a tasiR-ARF-resistant ARF3 using its own promoter causes the formation of 

multiple MMCs101. Thus, tasiR-ARFs made in epidermal cells suppress MMC identify of 

hypodermal cells.

In grasses, miR2118 and miR2275 target transcripts produced from hundreds to thousands 

of phasiRNA-producing loci (PHAS) to generate 21-nt and 24-nt phasiRNAs, respectively, 

in anthers, and at a lower level in female reproductive organs104-106. Although the functions 

of the reproductive tissue phasiRNAs are still largely unknown, deletion of a cluster of 

rice MIR2118 genes results in male and female sterility107, and photoperiod-dependent or 

temperature-dependent male sterility in rice has been mapped to variations at specific PHAS 
loci108-110, implying phasiRNAs have a role in reproduction. In maize, the biogenesis of 

21-nt phasiRNAs probably occurs in the anther epidermis, as the transcription factor gene 

ocl4, which is expressed specifically in the epidermis, is required for the accumulation 

of miR2118 and 21-nt phasiRNAs106. Nevertheless, 21-nt phasiRNAs are detected in all 

cell types in maize anthers87, and in meiocytes in rice, where they are associated with 

the Argonaute protein MEL1 (REF.111), suggesting that 21-nt phasiRNAs are mobile. The 

24-nt reproductive phasiRNAs may also be mobile. DCL5, which is the Dicer homologue 

that produces 24-nt phasiRNAs in maize, is most highly expressed in the tapetum (a 

layer of the anther wall), and loss of the tapetum leads to severe reduction of the levels 

of both 24-nt phasiRNAs and their precursor PHAS RNAs106,112. Although these data 

suggest that 24-nt phasiRNAs are made in the tapetum, they are found in both the 

tapetum and the germ line106. Thus, 21-nt and 24-nt phasiRNAs may serve as agents 

of cell-to-cell communication. However, their molecular and biological functions are still 

largely unknown, although 21-nt phasiRNAs were recently reported to cause target-RNA 

cleavage105,113-115.

A large class of endogenous siRNAs are heterochromatin siRNAs that are derived from 

transposable elements and other repeats, and guide DNA methylation at their source loci 

or at homologous loci (BOX 1). As products of the action of DCL3, these siRNAs are 

primarily 24 nt long, although DCL4 and DCL2 may access the same dsRNA precursors 

to produce 21-nt and 22-nt siRNAs, respectively, particularly when DCL3 is absent25,116. 

Grafting experiments in which wild-type scions were connected to dcl2 dcl3 dcl4 mutant 
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stocks followed by high-throughput sequencing provided strong evidence for the systemic 

movement of 24-nt siRNAs from shoot to root; moreover, mobile 24-nt siRNAs trigger DNA 

methylation and silencing in roots12,13. Therefore, mobile 24-nt siRNAs can be functional, 

raising the possibility that they convey specific epigenetic changes at distant tissues, 

including meristematic cells, which may transmit the epigenetic changes to descendent 

cells. Intriguingly, the levels of 24-nt siRNAs in dcl2 dcl3 dcl4 rootstock grafted onto 

wild-type scion were similar to those in wild-type rootstock grafted onto wild-type scion13, 

implying that mobile siRNAs constitute a large portion of root siRNAs. A recent study 

examined the species-specific 24-nt siRNAs in shoots and roots of soybean–common bean 

heterografts and reached a similar conclusion84. These studies suggest that roots import 

small RNAs on a large scale and implicate small RNAs as agents of communication. Note 

that the shoot-to-root transport of small RNAs in these studies may represent the direction 

of movement of nutrients in the phloem — from source (photosynthesizing tissue) to sink 

(tissue that imports nutrients). Thus, small RNAs are expected to also move through the 

phloem to other sink tissues, such as the shoot apical meristem.

Bulk movement of endogenous, transposable element-derived siRNAs may also occur 

during male germline development. In A. thaliana anthers, expression of RDR2 or 

DCL3, genes required for the biogenesis of 24-nt, transposable element-derived siRNAs, 

specifically in nurse cells known as tapetal cells, was sufficient to confer DNA methylation 

of homologous genetic elements in meiocytes117. In male gametophytes, the DNA of the 

vegetative nucleus is hypomethylated due to the expression of DNA demethylases and 

lack of expression of DDM1 (a gene required for DNA methylation), which leads to the 

expression of retrotransposons118. Transcripts from the retroelements are processed into 

21-nt siRNAs, which accumulate in sperm cells118,119. Together, these studies suggest that 

transposable element-derived siRNAs move from nurse cells to the germ line and have 

regulatory functions.

Mobile miRNAs in plants

Plant miRNAs have key roles in various aspects of plant development and stress 

responses. Early studies concluded that miRNAs act cell autonomously, but subsequent 

studies documented cell-to-cell or even systemic trafficking of some miRNAs, leading 

to the proposal that miRNAs may serve as signals in developmental patterning or stress 

responses120. In soybean–common bean heterografts, root miRNAs are largely shoot-

derived84, suggesting the existence of large-scale systemic trafficking of miRNAs following 

the source–sink nutrient trafficking route. The biological functions of most mobile miRNAs 

remain to be examined, and here we describe mobile miRNAs with established biological 

functions.

Cell-to-cell trafficking of at least two miRNAs has been shown to specify cell fates. In leaf 

primordia, the MIR165 and MIR166 genes are strictly expressed in the abaxial epidermis, 

but the mature miRNA, collectively known as miR165/6, forms a gradient of abundance, 

diminishing towards the adaxial side89,121 (FIG. 5a). This gradient restricts to the adaxial 

side the expression of the miR165/6 target genes encoding class III homeodomain leucine 

zipper transcription factors, including PHABULOSA, which confer adaxial identity122-124. 
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In A. thaliana roots, which consist of concentric layers of cells with different identities, 

the MIR165 and MIR166 genes are specifically expressed in the endodermis, whereas the 

abundance of the mature miRNA and its activity decrease from the endodermis to the 

innermost cells125,126 (FIG. 5b). Coincidently, the levels of the target protein PHABULOSA 

form an inverse gradient, and the different levels of PHABULOSA contribute to the 

formation of distinct identities of the cell layers, such as the metaxylem, protoxylem 

and pericycle125,126. miR394 is another miRNA with non-cell-autonomous activities. The 

MIR394B gene is expressed in the epidermal layer of the shoot apical meristem, but the 

mature miR394 is found in the epidermal layer as well as in two underlying cell layers, 

where it represses the expression of its target gene to maintain stem cells in the shoot 

apical meristem127. In addition to miR165/6 and miR394, spatial comparison of MIR-gene 

promoter activity versus the accumulation of mature miRNAs and/or of their regulatory 

activities implicated miR160, miR164 and miR395 in cell-to-cell mobility in A. thaliana 
roots and miR160 in cell-to-cell mobility in leaves28.

Systemic trafficking of miRNAs has also been observed. Phloem sap contains many miRNA 

species, suggesting that miRNAs may travel through phloem to distant tissues128,129. This 

was confirmed through grafting experiments. Taking advantage of the fact that miR399 is 

not present in phosphate-replete conditions, scions that constitutively express a MIR399 
transgene were grafted onto wild-type rootstocks in both A. thaliana and tobacco, and 

miR399 accumulation in roots and the corresponding downregulation of its target gene 

PHO2 were observed, suggesting the existence of shoot-to-root movement of the miRNA, 

with functional consequences130. In the hen1-1 mutant, which is defective in miRNA 

biogenesis, the levels of miR399 and miR395 were below detection in roots; however, 

hen1-1 roots grafted onto wild-type scions accumulated levels of miR399 and miR395 

similar to those of wild-type roots131. Notably, MIR399 transcription is quickly induced 

in shoots, but not in roots, by phosphate starvation, but mature miR399 first accumulates 

in roots130. It is possible that shoot-to-root translocation of miR399 is a means for shoots 

to convey the need to take up phosphate by roots. Legumes have evolved symbiosis with 

nitrogen-fixing rhizobia, which live in root nodules and provide ammonium to plants in 

exchange for photosynthates. In the legume Lotus japonicus, miR2111 may be an agent of 

the shoot–root signalling that regulates nodule numbers. MIR2111 genes are expressed in 

the phloem in leaves, and grafting experiments show that shoot-derived miR2111 promotes 

nodule numbers in roots132,133.

Regulation by and of mobile small RNAs in plants.—It might be worth considering 

the unique regulatory functions of non-cell-autonomous small RNAs in comparison with 

cell-autonomous small RNAs. One function is signalling from source cells to recipient 

cells. In the case of the stress-inducible miR399 and miR395 and the nodulation-regulating 

miR2111, the shoot-to-root trafficking may be a means for shoots to regulate nutrient uptake 

by roots. Another function of mobile small RNAs is the generation of positional information 

within a developmental field of cells. The best examples are tasiR-ARFs and miR165/6, 

which form opposing gradients along the adaxial–abaxial axis in leaves to specify adaxial–

abaxial polarity89,120. Intriguingly, small RNA gradients may be interpreted differently to 

produce different outcomes (FIG. 5): in leaves, tasiR-ARF and miR165/6 gradients are 
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interpreted in a threshold-dependent manner to result in sharp boundaries of target-gene 

expression134; in roots, the miR165/6 gradient generates a nearly inverse gradient of target-

gene expression, which then leads to the formation of different cell types125,126. Regardless, 

the mobile small RNAs behave as morphogens that specify cell fates120.

Another consideration is how small RNA-based signalling might differ from signalling by, 

for example, peptides or hormones. On the one hand, gene regulation by small RNAs has the 

clear advantage of target gene–small RNA sequence specificity, which limits the response 

in recipient cells to a small number of target genes. In the case of peptides or hormones, 

signalling pathways usually regulate the activities of transcription factors, which can have 

hundreds to thousands of target genes. On the other hand, when a host of small RNAs are 

mobile agents, such as in the case of tapetal transposable element-derived siRNAs that move 

into meiocytes117, large-scale yet sequence-specific effects are possible.

As signalling molecules, non-cell-autonomous small RNAs themselves are likely regulated. 

Like transgene-originating siRNAs, endogenous small RNAs probably move from cell 

to cell through the plasmodesmata. Callose deposition, which restricts the size-exclusion 

limit of plasmodesmata, reduces the non-cell-autonomous activity of miR165/6 (REF.135). 

Similar to siRNA–siRNA* duplexes, miRNA–miRNA* duplexes (rather than their precursor 

miRNAs) may be the mobile agents27,28. Small RNAs appear to move through passive 

diffusion, resulting in a source-to-destination gradient of abundance103,121,125. However, 

such movement is not necessarily unregulated, as it is directional at certain cellular 

interfaces, such as between lateral organs and the shoot apical meristem136. As AGO1 is 

cell autonomous, it can be envisioned that loading of mobile miRNAs into AGO1 would 

reduce the levels of these mobile miRNAs that exit the cell, as shown for siRNAs28. This 

mechanism may apply to other Argonaute proteins. AGO10, in particular, preferentially 

binds miR165/6 and is crucial for preventing the accumulation of mobile miR165/6 in the 

shoot apical meristem137,138. AGO10 probably also sequesters miR398 from moving into 

the female gametophyte in A. thaliana ovules139.

Subcellular localization of small RNA biogenesis may also affect the mobility of small 

RNAs. When an artificial small RNA is made from a miRNA precursor, its mobility is 

much reduced compared with the that of the same small RNA that is generated from 

a phasiRNA precursor140. The subcellular locations of miRNA biogenesis and siRNA 

biogenesis are different. In plants, miRNA biogenesis, including the loading of miRNA–

miRNA* into AGO1, probably occurs in the nucleus, with the resulting miRNA-induced 

silencing complexes (miRISCs) being exported to the cytoplasm141, although some level 

of miRISC formation in the cytoplasm cannot be excluded. This process might be the 

reason why miRNAs are generally not highly mobile, as their nuclear loading would 

reduce the levels of the mobile species, perhaps miRNA–miRNA* duplexes, that can access 

the plasmodesmata in the cytoplasm. By contrast, the biogenesis of phasiRNAs probably 

involves cytoplasmic membranes — phasiRNA precursors and the triggering miRNAs are 

present on membrane-bound polysomes105,142, and the biogenesis machinery is found in 

siRNA bodies, which are adjacent to vesicles143. This connection to membranes may allow 

phasiRNAs to access the plasmodesmata at the plasma membrane more readily, resulting in 

better cell-to-cell trafficking.
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Despite their biogenesis and RISC formation in the nucleus, some miRNAs are mobile. 

This may be due to incomplete loading of miRNA–miRNA* duplexes into AGO1. Indeed, a 

non-AGO1-bound pool of some miRNAs exists in vivo144. This finding raises the question 

of how mobile miRNAs load into AGO1 in recipient cells. If miRNA–miRNA* duplexes 

are the mobile agents, upon entry into recipient cells, they first access the cytoplasm. Do 

they access AGO1 in the nucleus or in the cytoplasm in recipient cells? If they are loaded 

into AGO1 in the cytoplasm, how do mobile miRNA–miRNA* duplexes in source cells 

avoid cytoplasmic loading into AGO1, while miRNA–miRNA* duplexes access cytoplasmic 

AGO1 in destination cells? Mechanisms that regulate the nuclear and cytoplasmic loading of 

miRNAs may regulate miRNA mobility.

Mobile endogenous small RNAs in worms

Whereas much knowledge has been gained regarding movement of exogenous RNAs in 

worms (as described in detail earlier herein), it is still unclear which types of endogenous 

small RNAs can move from cell to cell in C. elegans. Silencing by the miRNA lin-4 was 

explicitly shown to be restricted to the miRNA-expressing cell81. Nevertheless, the ability 

of other miRNAs to move between cells has not been extensively investigated. Although 

chemically tagged and exogenously supplied small RNAs can be tracked, we do not yet 

have the technology to stain or tag endogenous small RNAs with fluorophores in vivo, 

so direct evidence of their movement is hard to come by. sid-1 mutants have phenotypes 

that suggest that endogenous small RNAs do move between cells: SID-1 is required for 

gene regulation in both the soma and the germ line following entry to dauer stage145; 

the regulatory effects of neuronally produced small RNA on inheritance are ‘noisier’ in 

sid-1 mutants (that is, behavioural responses which are affected by ancestral neuronal small 

RNAs show higher variability between animals86); and descendants of sid-1-mutant mothers 

develop an abnormal number of gut cells146. It is possible, however, that in addition to RNA 

import, sid-1 mutants have indirect or RNAi-unrelated phenotypes as well (for example, 

sid-1 mutants exhibit a decrease in turnover of misfolded proteins)147.

A recent study has demonstrated that rescuing the production of endogenous siRNAs in 

the C. elegans nervous system through neuron-specific expression of the dsRNA-binding 

protein RDE-4 (which is required for synthesis of some endogenous siRNAs) results in 

gene expression changes in the germ line86. These non-cell-autonomous effects persisted 

transgenerationally and affected the progeny’s chemotaxis behaviour. In this study, small 

RNAs were sequenced from the brain and gonads of wild-type and sid-1 animals, and 

most (but not all) of the non-cell-autonomous and transgenerational effects were found 

to be unaffected by SID-1 deficiency86. The non-cell-autonomous gene regulation by 

the endogenous neuronal small RNAs might result from their movement between cells. 

Although that is the parsimonious explanation, other explanations exist. For example, 

the neuronal small RNAs might regulate the germline genes indirectly, through other 

neuronal signalling molecules with non-cell-autonomous functions, such as hormones or 

neuropeptides86.
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Mobile endogenous small RNAs in mammals

Much work in mammals has focused on disease diagnosis based on extracellular small 

RNAs and on delivering into cells regulatory small RNAs to induce RNAi in different tissues 

for therapeutic purposes, and recently these efforts began to bear fruit148. Such studies 

are beyond the scope of this Review. Here, we discuss the evidence that mammals secrete 

functional endogenous small RNAs.

In mammals, the extracellular environment, and bodily fluids in particular, are rich in 

different endogenous small RNAs (see more later). Release of extracellular small RNAs 

might be regulated, or it could result from bursting of dying cells, non-specifically. The 

small RNAs might be ‘naked’ or bound by proteins, and could travel within or outside 

different vesicles, such as exosomes. In recent years we have witnessed major developments 

in characterizing and understanding extracellular RNA in mammals.

Mast cells were shown almost 15 years ago to secrete ample vesicles that contain miRNAs 

and mRNAs149. This seminal work was followed up by numerous studies, and the shear 

amount of literature on RNA in different vesicles is overwhelming and outside the scope 

of this Review. Mammalian secreted miRNAs were implicated in many processes affecting 

development, cell migration, immunity and cancer progression and metastasis150,151. Some 

secreted miRNAs remain functional in adopting cells, including in well-controlled in 

vivo studies. For example, in Dicer1-knockout mice, which cannot produce miRNAs, the 

3′ untranslated region of a liver mRNA can be regulated by miRNAs originating from 

transplanted wild-type adipose tissue152.

In addition to the greatly studied secretion of miRNAs, most other small RNAs are detected 

in mammalian exosomes as well, including small nuclear RNAs, small nucleolar RNAs, 

ribosomal RNA fragments, piRNAs, tRNAs, mitochondrial RNAs, Y RNAs and vault 

RNAs151. The functionality of most of these RNAs outside their tissue of origin is still 

unknown. A recent comprehensive survey of small RNAs in vesicles from different cell 

types estimated that ribosomal RNA fragments account for 30–94% of the small RNA reads. 

We only briefly discuss this topic here, since it was reviewed recently151.

Are specific small RNAs sorted into specific extracellular vesicles to execute specific 

functions? Many studies in mammals linked different non-cell-autonomous phenotypes 

with small RNA-carrying vesicles; however, for years the definitions of what constitutes 

exosomes or other extracellular vesicles were confusing and inconsistent. Moreover, 

variability in the isolation procedures was proven to cause high heterogeneity in purified 

vesicles153, and many have focused only on some highly expressed miRNAs154. In different 

cell types, different proteins are required for secretion155, and several quantitative studies 

concluded that in certain cases vesicles contain only a tiny number of specific small 

RNAs, perhaps too few to be functional156. To deal with these problems, the extracellular 

vesicles research community formed the Extracellular RNA Communication Consortium, 

the work of which resulted in more than 500 publications and was summarized in a recent 

review157. One of the projects of the consortium focused on a systematic comparison of ten 

methods for isolation of extracellular RNA from many types of biofluids158. Despite these 
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considerable efforts, it is clear that other classes of RNA carriers await further inquiry (for 

example, the recently identified non-membranous nanoparticles termed ‘exomeres’)159.

The consortium’s work clearly demonstrates that RNA sequencing reproducibility differs 

dramatically across isolation methods. The percentage of reads mapped to ribosomal RNA, 

miRNA, tRNA, piRNA and other RNAs changes depending on the biofluid type. Regardless 

of these technical issues, the pool of small RNAs within secreted vesicles appears to be 

very different from the pool of intracellular small RNAs, strongly suggesting the existence 

of sorting mechanisms. Studies of small RNAs that are secreted from different cell types 

revealed different pools of secreted RNAs and proposed different small RNA-classifying 

mechanisms. For example, it was shown that exosomes from HEK293T cells contain a 

unique set of enriched miRNAs; cell-free experiments revealed that sorting of miR-223 into 

such vesicles depends on the RNA-binding protein Y-box protein 1 (YBX1), and moreover 

that YBX1 is required for secretion of miRNAs in exosomes150. It was later revealed that 

many other small non-coding RNA species depend on YBX1 for sorting into exosomes160. 

Other sorting mechanisms in other cell types include binding by sumoylated heterogeneous 

nuclear ribonucleoproteins A2/B1 (REF.161), the presence of a miR-1289 binding site and 

the sequence motif CUGCC in the 3′ untranslated region of microvesicle mRNAs162, and 

non-templated 3′ uridylation163. The small GTPase ARF6 was found to target precursor 

miRNAs to so-called oncosomes164, and interaction of RNA-binding proteins with LC3, the 

autophagosome factors, determines the composition of small RNAs in secreted vesicles165. 

To complicate the matter further, the sorting mechanisms respond to changes in cellular 

states: overexpression of an oncogene drives sorting of AGO2-associated miRNAs into 

vesicles166, and other types of stress (oxidative stress167, inescapable electric shock168 or 

exercise169) change the population of miRNAs in exosomes.

In addition to secretion by vesicles, small RNAs can move between cells or in the body 

in association with proteins, for example, bound to AGO2 (REFS170,171). High-density 

lipoproteins bind certain miRNAs and enable their delivery into cells64. In response to serum 

starvation, miRNAs bind nucleophosmin, which is secreted from certain human cells172.

Other studies have demonstrated intercellular movement of small RNAs, which depends on 

cell–cell contact. For example, immune cells can acquire different non-secreted molecules 

from cells with which they form immunological synapses173, and during this process small 

RNAs from B cells are adopted by T cells174. Separation of the cells by a transmembrane 

significantly reduced small RNA transfer (residual molecules were likely transferred by 

exosomes). Several studies suggested small RNAs can move between cells through gap 

junctions, as connexin is required for intercellular transfer of siRNAs175 and miRNA176-178. 

Lastly, similarly to what was found in D. melanogaster65, several studies suggest that small 

RNAs can move in membranous ‘nanotubes’ that connect cells in culture179,180.

Interspecies small RNA communications

Since it became clear that C. elegans nematodes take up artificial dsRNA from Escherichia 
coli very efficiently, it was suspected that interspecies or cross-kingdom RNAi occurs 

between interacting organisms such as plants, animals and pathogens. Hosts might identify 
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pathogens by identifying their small RNAs, or might transmit protective small RNAs that 

kill their pathogens or reduce their infectivity. Host-induced gene silencing, whereby dsRNA 

expressed in plants from transgenes causes silencing in their pathogens and pests, is effective 

against insects, nematodes, parasitic plants, fungi and Phytophthora (water moulds) and is 

actively exploited as a biocontrol tool6,7. Although possible, siRNAs have not yet been 

shown to be the mobile agents in transgene host-induced gene silencing. Although it is 

reasonable to assume that interspecies small RNAs could be used as weapons or for self-

defence, they might also promote helpful, even symbiotic interactions. Different endogenous 

small RNAs were suggested to move between organisms, but new bioinformatics tools 

for distinguishing the small RNA pools of interacting organisms are still required181. The 

detection of small RNAs from one species in another species, even when small RNAs 

from one species are in an Argonaute protein of the other species, may be due to tissue 

contamination or spurious Argonaute loading following tissue lysis. Although the evidence 

for the activity of interspecies small RNAs is scarce, we discuss some compelling examples 

that were collected in recent years.

Interspecies small RNAs in plants

The parasitic plant Cuscuta campestris uses a feeding structure called a ‘haustorium’ to 

obtain water and nutrients from host plants. C. campestris produces 22-nt miRNAs in 

the haustoria, which are detected in host stems at a certain distance from the haustoria 

(meaning they are truly in the host plant and do not represent experimental contamination 

from the parasitic plant)182. These 22-nt miRNAs target host transcripts for cleavage and 

induce secondary siRNAs, leading to the downregulation of the host target genes. Another 

example is the transfer of miRNAs from cotton plants to the fungal pathogen Verticillium 
dahliae183. Although infected tissue contains both plant and fungal cells, which cannot be 

easily separated, one experimental setup deliberately cultured fungi in vitro from hyphae 

recovered from infected cotton. Tens of cotton miRNAs, including miR159 and miR166, 

were detected from fungi that had been cultured in vitro. This was strong evidence for 

the transfer of miRNAs from plants to pathogenic fungi, but it is perplexing that the plant 

miRNAs were still detectable in fungi after 20 days of in vitro culturing. The production 

of miR159 and miR166 is enhanced in cotton plants upon V. dahliae infection, and the two 

miRNAs target fungal genes that are essential for virulence.

Other studies documented interspecies small RNAs between plants and fungal or 

Phytophthora pathogens and between plants and symbiotic bacteria184-189. In these studies, 

however, interspecies small RNAs were detected following crude separation of the 

interacting organisms, or inferred from their loading into Argonaute proteins or their 

regulatory activities in the partner organism, making the evidence for interspecies transfer 

of small RNAs not as strong as in the two examples above. Nevertheless, small-RNA 

biogenesis mutants and experimental target mimicry to suppress small RNA activities 

provide further evidence for interspecies small RNA activities. The interspecies small RNAs 

found in such studies include tasiRNAs from A. thaliana that target genes in the fungal 

pathogen Botrytis cinerea184, phasiRNAs from genes encoding pentatricopeptide repeat-

containing proteins targeting the pathogen Phytophthora capsici186 (FIG. 6a), and tRNA-

derived small RNAs from rhizobia that target soybean genes to regulate nodulation187. 
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Consistent with phasiRNAs being interspecies small RNAs that move from plants to 

Phytophthora pathogens, Phytophthora sojae sends Phytophthora RNA silencing suppressor 

(PSR) proteins into plant cells to interfere with phasiRNA biogenesis190 (FIG. 6a).

How small RNAs move between plants and their interacting organisms is largely unknown. 

Like animal cells, plant cells secret extracellular vesicles191; isolated extracellular vesicles 

were found to contain small RNA species184,192, suggesting that they serve as a carrier 

of interspecies small RNAs. However, the fungal gene-targeting trans-acting RNA species 

found in extracellular vesicles in one study were found in the apoplastic fluid (rather 

than in extracellular vesicles) in another study184,192,193, highlighting the need to establish 

uniform experimental standards in these studies194. The presence of apoplastic small RNAs, 

including select miRNAs and tasiRNAs, implies that an extracellular vesicle-independent 

pathway exports small RNAs from plant cells. Intriguingly, tiny RNAs (~10–17 nt long), 

which are probably degradation products of coding and non-coding transcripts, were the 

main species of small RNAs found in extracellular vesicles in one study192. Notably, 14-nt 

RNAs were found to enhance the endonuclease activity of human AGO3 (REF.195), raising 

the possibility that plant tiny RNAs are functional if in pathogens they are incorporated into 

an Argonaute protein with properties similar to those of human AGO3.

Natural interspecies small RNAs in worms

The existence of a molecular pathway dedicated to taking up dsRNA from the environment 

strongly suggests natural uptake of RNA could be happening in some circumstances in 

nematodes. As discussed earlier, the C. elegans protein SID-2 likely functions specifically 

in mediating uptake of dsRNA from the environment, since it was shown to be required 

for RNAi through feeding (with dsRNA-producing bacteria), but not for spreading gene 

silencing to different tissues (sid-2 mutants have proper systemic RNAi when the dsRNA is 

introduced by injection or expressed in a specific tissue under the control of tissue-specific 

promoters)33. Another nematode, Meloidogyne incognita, induces RNAi when it feeds 

on bacteria that produce dsRNA, although it has no sid-2 homologue196. A 2012 study 

suggested that two E. coli endogenous small RNAs, oxyS and dsrA, move to C. elegans and 

affect its chemosensory behaviour by downregulating the chemotaxis gene che-2 (REF.197). 

However, a follow-up study reported a failure to replicate these results and argued that the 

idea that E. coli would transmit functional RNAs to C. elegans is untenable “given that C. 
elegans is unlikely to encounter E. coli in nature”198. However a recent article reported that 

worms do learn to avoid a pathogenic bacterium, Pseudomonas aeruginosa (PA14), by taking 

up a P. aeruginosa-encoded non-coding RNA called ‘P11’ (FIG. 6b). The authors proposed 

that the bacterial RNA moves from the gut to the germ line, where it downregulates the 

worm gene maco-1 in a process that requires the systemic RNAi proteins SID-1 and SID-2 

(REF.46). The evolution of such interspecies RNA interaction is certainly intriguing, and 

many new directions are open for future research47.

In addition to work in the model organism C. elegans, considerable insights into interspecies 

small RNAs have been gained from studies of parasitic nematodes. Heligmosomoides bakeri 
secretes different types of RNAs, including miRNAs and siRNAs, to manipulate its hosts. In 

a mouse model, these small RNAs (and also Y RNAs and nematode Argonaute proteins) are 
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shed into the gut and modulate the immune response199. miRNAs are relatively conserved 

in sequence between parasites and their different hosts, and therefore it is reasonable to 

assume they could remain functional upon transfer. Specific exosome-carried miRNAs from 

the filarial nematodes Litomosoides sigmodontis and Dirofilaria immitis were detected 

in the serum of mouse and dog hosts200. Onchocerca species, which infect cattle and 

humans, similarly secrete interspecies regulatory small RNA201. Different Schistosoma 
parasites also secrete small RNAs in extracellular vesicles202, suggesting that interspecies 

small RNA secretion is conserved among parasitic nematodes, and might be used to 

manipulate their hosts in different ways. Whereas early studies of small RNAs secreted 

from parasitic nematodes focused on miRNAs, newer studies have shown that the most 

abundant small RNAs that the nematodes secrete are secondary (RNA-dependent RNA 

polymerase-amplified) siRNAs. These secreted siRNAs are enriched in siRNAs that align 

with transposons and newly evolved repetitive elements203.

Similarly to many parasites, parasitic nematodes often transition between multiple different 

hosts. For example, the lymphatic filariasis-causing nematode Brugia malayi is transmitted 

from mosquitoes to humans. Parasitic nematodes might use their ability to secrete small 

RNAs into the host to regulate genes that are required for a particular stage of their life 

cycle204.

Interspecies small RNAs in insects

Cases of small RNAs used by pathogens to control insect hosts have been documented 

in different species; they exemplify the importance of systemic RNAi in insects, but also 

expose this system as a liability that makes insects vulnerable to manipulation. It is likely 

that in some cases interspecies small RNA exchange will be used also for the benefit of the 

insect.

Wolbachia species, which are intracellular bacteria that infect many invertebrates and 

manipulate reproductive pathways, use small RNAs to control their hosts205. Two abundant 

Wolbachia small non-coding RNAs, WsnRNA-46 and WsnRNA-49 (not to be confused 

with small nuclear RNAs) were suggested to regulate both Wolbachia genes and host genes 

in a non-cell-autonomous manner. The authors of the study focused on regulation of the 

mosquito host gene Dhc, as it has perfect complementarity to the WsnRNA-46 seed region. 

Wolbachia-infected mosquitoes had elevated levels of Dhc, and the study authors suggested 

that by binding to the target mRNA, WsnRNA-46 stabilizes it205. In addition to Wolbachia, 

the fungal pathogen Beauveria bassiana was recently shown to use small RNAs to weaken 

the mosquito immune system. B. bassiana secretes a miRNA-like RNA (bba-milR1), which 

binds the mosquito AGO1; bba-milR1 suppresses host immunity by downregulating the Toll 

receptor ligand Spätzle 4 (REF.206).

Other insects can be affected by plant-derived small RNAs (host-induced gene silencing, 

as described earlier herein), although small RNAs have not been directly shown to be the 

mobile agents in these case. For example, feeding dsRNA at biologically relevant levels to 

the agricultural insect pest Diabrotica virgifera virgifera LeConte (western corn rootworm) 

induces strong RNAi responses. Such responses can be evoked by feeding the pest on corn 

plants expressing insect-gene-targeting dsRNA207,208. For the response to be effective, the 
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dsRNA needs to be longer than 50–60 base pairs208, a requirement that mirrors what is 

required to induce RNAi in C. elegans by feeding. Also consistent with what has been found 

in C. elegans, plant endogenous miRNAs do not induce RNAi in the pest when it is fed 

on corn roots. However, whereas SID-2 is required for RNAi induction by feeding in C. 
elegans, a SID-2 orthologue was never discovered in the pest209. Moreover, both western 

corn rootworm and another coleopteran species, Colorado potato beetle (Leptinotarsa 
decemlineata Say), take up many endogenous long dsRNAs through feeding (from corn and 

tomatoes, respectively). The same effects were not observed in other insects, which are less 

sensitive to RNAi (Spodoptera frugiperda (J.E. Smith) and Helicoverpa zea (Boddie))210.

In bees, RNAi functions systemically, and dsRNA is transmitted in royal jelly, as described 

earlier herein77. Recently it was shown that plant miRNAs present in the worker bee’s food 

delay larval development211. Furthermore, bees can transfer ingested dsRNA to the mite 

Varroa destructor (an obligatory ectoparasite), and dsRNA can transfer back from the mite 

to parasitized bees. Reciprocal exchange of gene-silencing RNAs between the bee and its 

parasite enhances RNAi and decreases the mite population212.

Interspecies small RNAs in mammals

Malaria resistance in some humans correlates with secretion of some miRNAs into the 

parasite Plasmodium falciparum213. The authors of the study suggested that this interspecies 

transfer of RNA induces gene regulation in the parasite in a non-canonical way by impairing 

ribosome loading on mRNA and translation. It was also demonstrated that blood cells 

release human AGO2 bound to human miRNAs, and that AGO2–miR-451/140 silenced the 

expression of the essential malaria antigen, PfEMP1 (REF.214). Similarly, in both humans 

and mice, secretion of miRNAs in the gut affects gene regulation in bacteria (through 

non-canonical mechanisms). Cell-specific knockout of Dicer1, which is required for miRNA 

processing, revealed intestinal epithelial cells and HOPX-positive cells as the source of the 

secreted miRNAs215.

Can mammals take up functional small RNAs from other organisms? As discussed already, 

there is convincing evidence to support the claim that different parasitic nematodes secrete 

small RNAs that enter mammalian cells and modulate the immune response199. This 

interspecies exchange is facilitated by the fact that animal miRNAs are relatively conserved 

and nematode miRNAs share seed sites with mammalian miRNAs. In addition, worms 

secrete worm specific Argonaute proteins (WAGOs) preloaded with small RNAs to utilize 

their own amplified siRNAs and regulate host genes; this pathway is expected to be less 

conserved compared with the miRNAs203.

In addition to absorption of small RNAs from parasites, more debated studies proposed 

that functional miRNAs can be obtained from food. One study suggested that exogenous 

miRNAs derived from ingested plants are functional in the host and can downregulate gene 

expression in the liver through RNAi216. Recently, SID1 transmembrane family member 

1 (SIDT1) expressed in the stomach was reported to be required for taking up dietary 

miRNAs, and orally administered plant-derived miR-2911 was reported to function in the 

liver and protect against fibrosis in a SIDT1-dependent manner217.
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The existence of plant-derived exogenous miRNAs, however, is still in doubt, for a 

number of reasons. First, systemic RNAi is inefficient (or does not exist) in mammals, 

and therefore it is unclear how the foreign miRNAs would travel to the liver from the 

intestinal lumen. Second, it was suggested that plant miRNAs will not be functional in 

mammals, because unlike mammalian miRNAs, plant miRNAs are 3′ methylated and 

mammalian Argonaute proteins do not bind methylated small RNAs218. Third, the amounts 

of digested plant miRNAs were suggested to be too low to induce silencing in a non-cell-

autonomous manner219. Another study220 failed to replicate the results of the study on 

exogenous functional plant miRNAs220, and feeding experiments with monkeys (Macaca 
nemestrina) did not detect xenogenic miRNAs in their blood219. The surrounding debate was 

comprehensively reviewed in REF.219.

Interspecies small RNAs in cephalopods

A recent study demonstrated that small RNAs from the bacterium Vibrio fischeri transfer 

to the squid Euprymna scolopes, where they have an important function in the symbiosis 

between these two organisms. The bacterial small RNA ssrA is released in membrane 

vesicles to the epithelial cells in the light organ of the squid. When squids are colonized 

with ssrA-mutant bacteria, the light organ deregulates genes encoding heightened immune 

function or antimicrobial activities221.

Conclusions

In this Review, we ask whether, aside from regulating genes inside their cell of origin, 

small RNAs have additional, perhaps different functions in other tissues or other organisms. 

Numerous examples exist, but for small RNAs to remain functional upon movement, at least 

some of the following requirements must be fulfilled51.

• The small RNAs in the cell of origin need to be sorted and prepared for delivery.

• These selected small RNAs must pass through the plasma membrane, the cell 

wall, a channel providing direct connection to another cell, a cytoplasmic bridge 

or a membranous nanotube.

• Throughout their travel, the small RNAs need to be protected from degradation.

• The mobile small RNAs need to penetrate the recipient cell and reach a cellular 

milieu in which they could function.

• The machinery in the recipient cells must be compatible with the mobile small 

RNAs (this is especially important in the case of small RNAs movement between 

different organisms).

• The small RNAs need to hybridize with target RNAs, either in the cytoplasm 

(to enable post-transcriptional gene silencing) or in the nucleus (to enforce 

transcriptional gene silencing).

It is important to note, however, that an adopted small RNA can in theory remain functional 

and affect gene expression or other physiological properties of the recipient cells not 

by inducing RNAi but through interactions with RNA-binding proteins or by influencing 
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some other biochemical reaction indirectly. Although it is convenient to think of these six 

‘requirements’, it is important to realize that not all these steps are necessarily required. 

For example, cell death might lead to non-specific spilling of many cellular components, 

including small RNAs, and some of these small RNAs might be taken up passively by 

other tissues, where they could have adaptive or non-adaptive effects (for example, trigger a 

non-sequence-specific immune response)222. Such a scenario is possible in plant–pathogen 

interactions, as plant cell death is often accompanied by such exchanges. Finally, it is 

important to note that presence (in recipient cells) does not equate to function. Very low 

levels of small RNAs can easily be detected using sensitive methods such as stem–loop 

reverse transcription–PCR or small RNA sequencing, but one needs to be mindful that 

certain threshold levels need to be achieved for the small RNAs to be functional.
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Box 1 ∣

The biogenesis and cell-autonomous activities of small RNAs in plants and 
animals

Broadly speaking, small RNAs can be classified into microRNAs (miRNAs), small 

interfering RNAs (siRNAs) and PIWI-interacting RNAs (piRNAs)224,225 (FIG. 1a). 

Small RNAs associate with Argonaute proteins to form RNA-induced silencing 

complexes (RISCs), which either directly cleave target RNAs or recruit other proteins 

to the target RNAs and/or their associated chromatin to initiate post-transcriptional or 

transcriptional gene silencing226 (FIG. 1b). Of the different eukaryote Argonaute protein 

families, the Argonaute family is present in plants and the Argonaute and PIWI families 

are present in most animals226. Within plant and animal lineages, Argonaute genes have 

undergone duplication, sub-functionalization and loss, resulting in a gene family with 

differing members across species, probably reflecting diverse populations of small RNAs. 

For example, in Arabidopsis thaliana, ARGONAUTE 1 (AGO1) is the effector of almost 

all miRNAs, whereas the AGO4, AGO6, and AGO9 proteins associate with endogenous 

siRNAs produced from transposable elements227.

The biogenesis of miRNAs and siRNAs from their precursors is performed by RNase 

III-like enzymes such as Drosha, Dicer or DICER-LIKE (DCL) proteins, whereas the 

biogenesis of piRNAs is Dicer independent228 (FIG. 1a). A second distinctive feature is 

that piRNAs associate with PIWI effectors, which comprise a distinct clade of Argonaute 

proteins228. Although miRNAs and siRNAs are mostly Dicer-dependent and Argonaute-

binding small RNAs, they differ in their precursors (although the distinction can be 

blurry in the case of evolutionarily young miRNAs)229. The former are transcribed from 

genes and are usually processed by Drosha and Dicer in animals and by DCL1 in plants 

to generate mature miRNAs224,230-232 (FIG. 1a). The precursors of siRNAs are long 

double-stranded RNAs (dsRNAs) or long hairpin RNAs, which are processed by Dicer 

in a more random or processive manner, so the resulting siRNA population is diverse 

and siRNAs can originate from the entire length of their precursor224,230,232 (FIG. 1a). 

The long dsRNA precursors can be the product of convergent transcription, viral-RNA 

replication or, in organisms such as plants and worms, the activity of RNA-dependent 

RNA polymerases233 (FIG. 1a). In plants and some animal species, Dicer or DCL 

proteins have diversified to produce different types or sizes of small RNAs. For example, 

Drosophila melanogaster Dicer 1 and Dicer 2 specialize in the biogenesis of miRNAs 

and siRNAs, respectively224. In A. thaliana, DCL1 is the major DCL protein for miRNA 

biogenesis, whereas DCL2, DCL3 and DCL4 generate siRNAs of 22 nucleotides, 24 

nucleotides and 21 nucleotides, respectively234.

The cell-autonomous activities of small RNAs have been well studied and are briefly 

summarized here (FIG. 1b). Small RNAs can form RISCs with Argonaute or PIWI 

proteins, which in turn exert regulatory functions235,236. In general, cytoplasmic RISCs 

engage in post-transcriptional gene silencing through RNA cleavage, RNA decay or 

translation repression, whereas nuclear RISCs cause transcriptional gene silencing 

through inhibition of RNA polymerase II (Pol II)-mediated transcript elongation, and 

can lead to DNA or histone methylation235. For example, in worms, small RNAs guide 
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the trimethylation of histone H3 Lys9 (REF.237), H3 Lys27 (REF.238) and H3 Lys23 

(REF.239). A. thaliana nuclear AGO1 RISCs may even promote gene expression240. 

Animal miRNAs undergo hybridization between their ‘seed’ sequence and their target 

transcripts and cause translation repression or RNA decay, whereas plant miRNAs have 

extensive complementarity with their targets and cause RNA cleavage and translation 

repression. Notably, a small number of miRNAs in plants and one miRNA in C. elegans 
(mir-243) trigger the production of secondary siRNAs87,241 (BOX 2). siRNAs derived 

from exogenous genetic material such as transgenes, viruses and injected dsRNAs tend 

to cause target RNA cleavage, but endogenous siRNAs from plants and C. elegans 
differ in biogenesis, size, associated Argonaute proteins and activity (BOX 2). Through 

transcriptional gene silencing, piRNAs and their associated PIWI proteins are most 

notable for their functions in genome defence against transposable elements, although 

they are also known to regulate protein-coding genes242.
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Box 2 ∣

The variety of endogenous siRNAs in Arabidopsis thaliana and 
Caenorhabditis elegans

Endogenous sequences that can produce small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) in plants 

and worms include transposable elements, other non-coding loci and protein-coding 

genes. One main class of endogenous siRNAs in plants is phased secondary siRNAs 

(phasiRNAs), which are derived from protein-coding genes or from non-coding loci87. 

The biogenesis of phasiRNAs is initiated by the targeting of a transcript by one or 

two Argonaute protein-containing microRNA (miRNA)-induced silencing complexes 

(miRISCs), which leads to the production of double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) (FIG. 

2a). The dsRNA is processively cleaved by DICER-LIKE 4 (DCL4) to produce 21-

nucleotide (nt) secondary siRNAs; in cases where the initial targeting by miRISC causes 

transcript cleavage, siRNA production occurs in the phase defined by the cleavage. Some 

phasiRNAs act in trans to regulate target genes and are known as trans-acting siRNAs. In 

grasses, thousands of loci produce not only 21-nt phasiRNAs but also DCL5-dependent 

24-nt phasiRNAs specifically in reproductive tissues.

A second class of plant endogenous siRNAs is 24-nt heterochromatin siRNAs, which 

function to silence transposable elements through a process known as RNA-directed 

DNA methylation243. Their biogenesis entails transcription of transposable elements or 

other repeats by RNA polymerase IV (Pol IV), dsRNA formation by RNA-DEPENDENT 

RNA POLYMERASE 2 (RDR2) and dicing of the dsRNA by DCL3 (FIG. 2b). These 

siRNAs are incorporated into ARGONAUTE 4 (AGO4) and are recruited to homologous 

chromatin loci to promote DNA cytosine methylation and gene silencing. In addition 

to the loci that generate phasiRNAs and heterochromatin siRNAs, protein-coding genes 

and ribosomal RNA genes can produce RDR-dependent and DCL-dependent siRNAs 

in specific conditions, such as under viral infection or when RNA decay pathways are 

compromised82,244,245.

In Caenorhabditis elegans, different types of ‘primary’ small RNAs target the RNA-

dependent RNA polymerases (RdRPs) EGO-1 and RRF-1 to RNA molecules (such as 

mRNAs) to create much more abundant ‘secondary’ siRNAs that are 22 nt long and 

have a guanosine at their 5′ end (22G siRNAs)246 (FIG. 2c). It was recently shown that 

the nucleotidyltransferase RDE-3 marks RNAs as templates for siRNA production by 

adding non-templated stretches of alternating uridine and guanosine ribonucleotides to 

their 3′ termini, and that this addition facilitates RdRP recruitment54,55. The primary 

small RNAs that trigger the amplification (by recruiting the RdRPs to the mRNA 

template) can be siRNAs bound by the Argonaute protein RDE-1 and derived directly 

from an exogenously provided dsRNA substrate (diced by DCR-1); 26G endogenous 

siRNAs, which are Dicer-dependent primary small RNAs that are also generated 

by an RdRP, RRF-3, and which during oogenesis and embryogenesis are bound by 

ERGO-1; 21U PIWI-interacting RNAs (bound by PRG-1); and ribosomal RNA-derived 

siRNAs (the production of which depends on SUSI-1, a homologue of the exonuclease 

human DIS3L2)247. Unlike plant RDRs, the worm RdRPs synthesize 22G siRNAs 

non-processively, one-by-one (that is, the small RNAs are not cleaved from a longer 
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precursor by Dicer). The amplified siRNAs are bound by many different worm-specific 

Argonaute proteins248. Amplification of siRNAs is required for transgenerational gene 

silencing41,249-251. Maintenance of high levels of 22G siRNAs, even transgenerationally, 

is often independent of the primary Argonaute protein that initiated the amplification 

process. Two Argonaute proteins in particular, HRDE-1 and WAGO-4, are required for 

maintenance of 22G RNA-induced RNA interference252-257.
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Post-transcriptional gene silencing

Silencing of genetic elements usually through RNA degradation or the inhibition of their 

translation.
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Non-cell-autonomous RNA-mediated gene silencing

RNA-mediated gene silencing in which the trigger for silencing is delivered to, or 

originates from, cells that are different from those that undergo gene silencing.
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Symplasm

The ‘shared’ cytoplasm of nearly all plant cells due to the presence of the plasmodesmata 

connecting adjacent plant cells.
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Apoplasm

The extracellular (outside the plasma membrane) environment consisting of the cell wall 

and other molecules therein.
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Phloem

A tissue in the plant vasculature that transmits nutrients and other molecules to distant 

plant parts.
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siRNA–siRNA* duplexes

Also miRNA–miRNA* duplexes, products of RNA processing by Dicer, consisting of a 

duplex of small RNAs with an overhang on each strand. The strand that is not loaded into 

an Argonaute protein is marked with an asterisk.
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siRNA bodies

In Arabidopsis thaliana, cytoplasmic foci containing factors involved in the production 

of endogenous siRNAs, such as ARGONAUTE 7 (AGO7), SUPPRESSOR OF GENE 

SiLENCiNG 3 (SGS3) and RNA-DEPENDENT RNA POLYMERASE 6 (RDR6).
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Apoplastic fluid

The fluid in the plant apoplasm that can be collected through centrifugation.
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Transcriptional gene silencing

Silencing of genetic elements at the transcriptional level, usually through the deposition 

of repressive histone modifications or DNA methylation.
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Fig. 1 ∣. Schematics of mechanisms of small RNA biogenesis and modes of action.
a ∣ Mechanisms of microRNA (miRNA), small interfering RNA (siRNA) and PIWI-

interacting RNA (piRNA) biogenesis. For piRNAs, a Caenorhabditis elegans pathway is 

featured. miRNA (MIR) genes are transcribed into primary miRNAs containing stem–loop 

structures (not shown; dashed arrow), which are processed into shorter, similarly structured 

precursor miRNAs (pre-miRNAs). A pre-miRNA is processed by the RNase Dicer in 

animals and by DICER-LIKE 1 (DCL1) in plants into a miRNA–miRNA* duplex, which is 

loaded into an effector protein of the Argonaute family. The ejection of the miRNA* strand 

results in the formation of the miRNA-induced silencing complex (miRISC). siRNAs are 

produced from exogenously provided or endogenously produced long double-stranded RNA 

(dsRNA). Endogenous dsRNA can arise through different means, including through the 

activities of RNA-dependent RNA polymerases (RDRs or RdRPs). The dsRNA is processed 

by Dicer into many siRNA duplexes, which are loaded into an Argonaute protein to form 

siRNA-induced silencing complexes (siRISCs). piRNAs are transcribed as independent 

transcription units and most have an upstream ‘Ruby’ motif required for their expression223. 

PIWI-related gene 1 protein (PRG-1) is an Argonaute protein required for primary piRNA 

activity; heritable RNA interference (RNAi) deficient protein 1 (HRDE-1) is an Argonaute 

protein that carries RdRP-amplified 22-nucleotide, 5′-guanosine secondary siRNAs (22G 
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siRNAs), which is required specifically for heritable RNAi in the germ line. b ∣ Small 

RNAs guide their effector proteins to specific loci to initiate either post-transcriptional gene 

silencing (PTGS) through transcript cleavage, RNA decay (degradation) and translation 

repression, or transcriptional gene silencing (TGS), which involves DNA methylation or 

histone H3 Lys9 (H3K9) methylation at DNA loci that are homologous to the small RNA, 

often transposable element (TE) loci. Different mechanisms observed in different organisms 

are summarized in the same scheme. Note that there is no DNA cytosine methylation in C. 
elegans nematodes. AGO1, ARGONAUTE 1; Pol II, RNA polymerase II.
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Fig. 2 ∣. Endogenous siRNAs in plants and Caenorhabditis elegans.
a ∣ Phased secondary small interfering RNAs (phasiRNAs) are produced in plants 

following transcript targeting and cleavage by a microRNA (miRNA)–ARGONAUTE 1 

(AGO1) complex, which leads to the production of double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) by 

RNA-DEPENDENT RNA POLYMERASE 6 (RDR6) using the transcript as a template, a 

process that also requires the RNA-binding protein SUPPRESSOR OF GENE SILENCING 

3 (SGS3). The dsRNA is processively cleaved into phasiRNAs by DICER-LIKE 4 (DCL4), 

starting from the parental RNA end produced by the miRNA-guided cleavage, b ∣ A 

simplified model of RNA-directed DNA methylation (RdDM). Transposable elements 

(TEs) in plants produce 24-nucleotide small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) through a process 

mediated by RNA polymerase IV (Pol IV), RNA-DEPENDENT RNA POLYMERASE 2 

(RDR2) and DCL3; the siRNAs are loaded into AGO4 and target this siRNA-induced 

silencing complex (siRISC) to nascent transcripts at homologous DNA loci. The siRISC 

recruits the de novo DNA methyltransferase DRM2 to perform cytosine methylation, and 

histone methyltransferases such as SUVH4 that methylate histone H3 Lys9 (H3K9), thereby 

silencing the expression of the TEs. c ∣ In Caenorhabditis elegans, ‘primary’ siRNAs derived 

from single-stranded RNA or from dsRNA are loaded onto the ‘primary’ Argonaute proteins 

ERGO-1 or RDE-1, respectively. RRF-3 is an RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRP) 

that mediates the production of 26-nucleotide-long 5′-guanosine siRNAs (26G siRNAs). 

The loaded primary Argonaute protein directs the production — possibly in ‘mutator’ foci, 

where the RdRP RRF-1 is localized — of 22G ‘secondary’ siRNAs, which are loaded onto 

‘secondary’ Argonaute proteins to direct gene silencing.
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Fig. 3 ∣. Cell-to-cell and long-distance transfer of small RNAs.
a ∣ The cytoplasm of plant cells is connected through plasmodesmata to form the symplasm 

(white space in the figure), which allows the exchange of nutrients and biomolecules, 

including small RNAs. Sieve element (SE) cells in the phloem are connected by pores 

and mediate long-distance transfer of molecules. Companion cells (CCs) are connected to 

sieve elements through branched plasmodesmata and load mobile molecules into the sieve 

elements. Phloem unloading can occur through different types of cells connected to the 

sieve elements, depending on the cargo molecules. Phloem pole pericycle (PPP) cells are 

connected to sieve elements through funnel-shaped plasmodesmata and have been shown 

to unload proteins. How small RNAs are unloaded from phloem is unknown. Small RNAs 

are thought to move from cell to cell in the form of duplexes. In Arabidopsis thaliana, 

ARGONAUTE 1 (AGO1) is cell autonomous and consumes mobile small RNAs as they 

are transported from cell to cell. b ∣ In Caenorhabditis elegans, the identity of the small 

RNA agents that move between cells is still unknown. With regard to exogenously induced 

RNA interference responses, it appears that long double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) or double-

stranded small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) — but not single-stranded siRNAs — can move 

between cells. Direct evidence for shuttling of endogenous small RNAs between cells is 

missing; however, manipulation of endogenous small RNAs in one tissue (neurons or gut) 

has non-cell-autonomous effects. Different mobile small RNAs might be secreted from cells 
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or might move to contacting cells that are connected by membrane bridges. The small RNAs 

might be present in vesicles that bud out of the plasma membrane or might be contained 

in intraluminal vesicles that fuse with the plasma membrane. It is also possible that mobile 

small RNAs are released when bound by RNA-binding proteins, such as Argonaute proteins. 

Although not much is known about export of small RNA out of cells in worms (for example, 

is the RNA secreted inside microvesicles?), import involves receptors that shuttle the small 

RNA into the host cell. Transporters (perhaps SID-1) likely release the imported RNA from 

endocytosis vesicles (specialized endosomes). The imported siRNAs can then direct siRNA 

amplification and gene silencing.
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Fig. 4 ∣. Signal amplification in transgene silencing in plants.
a ∣ DICER-LIKE 2 (DCL2)-triggered production of secondary small interfering RNA 

(siRNA) is crucial for systemic RNA-mediated gene silencing. An inverted repeat transgene 

encoding a portion of GFP (IR-GF) expressed in the root tip leads to the silencing of 

GFP in the shoot, which is accompanied by the production of ’P’-specific secondary 

siRNAs from GFP mRNA through amplification of DCL2-dependent, 22-nucleotide (nt) 

primary ‘GF’-specific siRNAs. In a dcl2 mutant, GFP silencing does not occur and P-

specific siRNAs are not made, although DCL4 still produces 21-nt siRNAs from the GF 

transgene. b ∣ siRNA amplification in systemic RNA-mediated gene silencing. In grafting 

experiments, IR-GF expressed in the root triggers GFP silencing in the shoot. Part of the 

RNA-directed DNA methylation (RdDM) pathway, comprising RNA polymerase IV (Pol 

IV), RNA-DEPENDENT RNA POLYMERASE 2 (RDR2), DCL3 and ARGONAUTE 4 

(AGO4) is required in the recipient tissue for such systemic gene silencing. Dashed lines 

represent siRNA movement in the plant.
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Fig. 5 ∣. Pattern formation by the mobile microRNA miR165/6 in leaves and roots involves 
distinct mechanisms.
a ∣ In leaf primordia, miR165/6 is specifically produced in the abaxial epidermis and forms 

a diminishing gradient towards the adaxial side. This gradient leads to the all-or-none 

expression pattern of the miRNA target gene PHABULOSA (PHB), which in turn specifies 

adaxial identity. b ∣ In roots, miR165/6 is specifically produced in the endodermis (En) and 

forms a diminishing gradient of expression towards the inner parts of the root. This gradient 

results in graded expression of PHB, with increasing levels of PHB expression leading to the 

formation of the protoxylem (Px) and metaxylem (Mx) cell types. Pe, pericycle.
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Fig. 6 ∣. Interspecies small RNAs.
a ∣ Small RNA-based defence and counterdefence between plants and the oomycete (water 

mould) pathogen Phytophthora. In Arabidopsis thaliana, family of pentatricopeptide repeat-

containing protein (PPR) genes is targeted by the microRNA miR161 to generate phased 

secondary small interfering RNAs (phasiRNAs), which probably enter Phytophthora capsici 
to silence pathogen genes as a plant defence measure. As a counterdefence, Phytophthora 
sojae secretes RNA silencing suppressor proteins (PSR) into plant cells to suppress the 

biogenesis of both microRNAs and phasiRNAs. b ∣ A bacterial (Pseudomonas aeruginosa) 

small RNA named ‘P11’ is taken up by Caenorhabditis elegans nematodes when the worms 

eat the bacteria. P11 travels from the site of ingestion to the germ line, regulates host genes 

and spreads to somatic tissues in a process that depends on the transporters SID-1 and 

SID-2 (not shown) and on encapsulation by a capsid, which is encoded by an endogenous 

retrotransposon. The worm uses this process to protect itself against future infections, as 

it induces an avoidance behaviour. AGO1, ARGONAUTE 1; DCL, DICER-LIKE; RDR6, 

RNA-DEPENDENT RNA POLYMERASE 6.
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